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Scrap tax exemptions

Battery against exemptions muted but steady

From within the halls of legislative Democrats and Repub­
licans alike, the battery has been muted but steady for
the state's November 23rd budget crisis. The action
of the state House and Senate on tax reform has been
characterized by a lack of enthusiasm for the task.

The House, where the tax reform bill was introduted
earlier this year, has failed to pass any significant
tax reform legislation. The Senate, under the leadership
of Sen. John G. Lang, R-Portland, has also failed to
pass any significant tax reform legislation.

The lack of enthusiasm for tax reform legislation has
been attributed to a lack of support from the public.
Many residents of the state have expressed their disappo
ment with the state's tax system, and have called for
more radical reforms to be implemented.

The current tax reform legislation is expected to be
passed by the end of the year, but it is unclear
whether it will be enough to meet the state's fiscal
needs.

AIDS inmate denied parole

Ten members of ACT UP Portland demonstrated in
front of the Maine Correctional Center in Windham on
Dec. 17 in support of an inmate with AIDS being
denied a furlough over Christmas to visit a friend
hospitalized with AIDS.

The demonstrators, who were part of a national
ACT UP movement, held a small sign in support of the
inmate, who is currently serving a 15-year
sentence for murder.

The inmate, who is serving time for the murder of a
man in an unregistered room, has been in prison for
the past 15 years. He was denied parole earlier this year,
and has been denied a furlough every year since.

The demonstration was organized by ACT UP
Portland, a group of AIDS activists who are currently
protesting the state's parole laws.

The inequality in the distribution of resources has
been highlighted by the demonstration, which was
organized by a group of AIDS activists who are currently
protesting the state's parole laws.
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**SOLID ASH**

Handcrafted for us in Maine, our solid ash frame takes a beautiful stain or looks great as-is. Check the beveled slats and superbly finished front corners. Converts simply to each position. Carries a written lifetime guarantee.

Available in twin, full, queen sizes, and in all styles. Minimum assembly necessary. Futures made specially for us by

**FUTON FURNISHINGS**

The Futon Store:
341 Forest Avenue, Freeport, Maine 04032

Check us out online at [www.futonstore.com](http://www.futonstore.com)

---

**POLITICS & OTHER MISTAKES**

By Al Denson

---

**THE HARRIGANS HEAD FOR COURT**

William Harrigan of Portland and his son John will soon have a new public forum to which they can expose their unique political perspective. The Harrigans are due to appear in court this week on charges of violating the state’s campaign finance law.

The Harrigans are accused of violating the state’s campaign finance law by failing to disclose certain political contributions. The Harrigans are facing fines of up to $1,000 for each violation.

---

**BUSINESS LUNCHEONS OR DINNER? FAMILY GATHERINGS CHRISTMAS PARTIES? Need a charity dinner form with Gold Seal from the Toluca? Call for many information.

The Roma

closed dine, comfortable price, quality assurance. Call 575-6000 for information.

**NEWSPRINGS**

**WEEKLY**

Continued from page 3

August 1st of over-ranking independents.

The Portland Postivewin Timothy Harrison repeatedly pointed himself $10,000 for a contributor and shared $20,000 in dividends with his wife and son over several years.

The PDC staff says the Harrigans have been working to raise funds in order to meet their financial obligations. The Harrigans have yet to present any evidence to the state’s campaign finance board.

---

**LAMPHASHES**

Bring your antique lampshade to Maisely Shades for a new lampshade!!

We custom fit and design lampshades especially for your lamp and also sizes available.

---

**CARAVAN BEADS, INC.**

Do-it-yourself design studio & bead supply center

Hours: Wednesday 3-9:00; Saturday 9-6:00
For the Holidays: Sun. 12-4 & Thurs. 3-9:00

---

**5 PERSON SPA**

- Every Model On Sale Does. 4.
- 10 Year Guarantee.
- Beautiful Redwood Cabinetry.
- We Manufacture, Sell, Deliver & Service.
- ALL 20-30% OFF
- Choice From Our Entire Selection.
- -1 Listed.
- Buy New Weekly Prices Are Lowest.

---

**SAVING Ll**

168 Middle St in Portland's Portland Wine & Cheese, ORDER

Cheese

Open Holiday Pates

Taking Orders for 878-3000 • 783-0858 • for the Holidays

Gift Baskets

Monthly 60 equal payments based on 18% A.P.R.

---

**SPORTS CLEARANCE**

Enjoy The Winter In Your New Morgan Spa!
**Newspapers**

*Time to clean your gutters: Prevent Ice & Water Damage this winter*

**R.S. I**

*SUd~O~_~OMMrO~a~~co~P~c~9~

**Time to clean your gutters: Prevent Ice & Water Damage this winter**

First Hour: $23.00

774-8802 Call for more details

"It's Wonders!"

**Newspapers**

**Reg.**

**Talking with ORANGE WING**

Dr. Katherine J. Moody

(207) 828-4849

Call Today! Get back in control now!

**MERRY MERRY**

**CHRISTMAS SPECIALS ORDER AHEAD FOR OFFICE PARTIES AND HOME ENTERTAINING**

 Mouthwatering Cranberry Sauce

Khloebir de Noi Christmas Gift Cake

**Port Bake House**

241 S. St. John, 713-9406 • 220 Commercial St., 732-9237

Please Order By Wednesday, December 18.
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**FREE**

**CHRISTMAS TREE!**

LOOK AT YOUR BENEFITS WHEN YOU PURCHASE A FAMILY MEMBERSHIP TO THE MAINE AQUARIUM FOR ONLY $32 BETWEEN NOW AND DECEMBER 24, 1991.

UNLIMITED FREE VISITS TO THE MAINE AQUARIUM FOR 1 YEAR during regular business hours for both parents and their lineal children under 18 years of age.

**FREE FIRST RACE PROGRAM FOR PARENTS ONLY** BETWEEN NOW AND DECEMBER 24, 1991.

WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE BEST FOR LESS?

WHAT A PERFECT GIFT FOR YOURSELF OR A FRAGILE LOVED ONE FOR YOUR EMPLOYEES!

CALL TODAY AT 207-461-1231 TO ORDER YOUR FAMILY MEMBERSHIP FEES DAMAGE TO THE AQUARIUM AND BOSS FOR USE AS A TOOL TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE AQUARIUM'S絲786-7017.
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The Oldest Jewelry Store in Portland

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY MUST BE SOLD

Further Reductions!
Now Save 35% 65%

For more than a century, New England's most discriminating customers have shopped at Carter Brothers.

CARTER B. R.O.S.S
521 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND, ME 04101

ALL OCCASION PARTY AND SPECIAL HAPPENING DRESSES AND GOWNS IN GREAT VARIOETY!

AT LOW DISCOUNTS
MASTERY OF DETAILS
MADE-TO-ORDER WEDDING GOWNS
MADE-TO-ORDER FLOOR LENGTH
CROPS - LACES - BEADS - LEATHERS - ALL FABRICS
SPECIALISTIC MAKEUP SHEETS
COMPLEMENTING BAGS
JEWELRY - HATS - LOVELY GIFTS

WE HAVE THE BEST
SELECTION PRICES & SERVICE
Special orders 5 days.

BUY SELL RENT SERVICE

GUITARS AMPs DJ SYSTEMS STAGE LIGHTS
AMPLS MOOG SYNTHSETS FUNK MIXERS

SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON - FRI 9AM-5PM  SAT 10AM-3PM

774-1470

KATAHDIN

Do you want to give a Christmas present that is sure to be welcomed with delight? Consider a gift certificate from Katahdin, Portland's near exciting new restaurant. We serve comfort food with a contemporary twist and call it "Innovative New England Cooking." From your parents, who will appreciate any good meal, to your friends, who will be impressed by the innovative menu. Every Christmas list will welcome the gift of our Good Cooker. We have many items at a discount today, so shop by and new yourself in the Mall.

One way staff and kitchen crew are true professionals - and soon will be in the business. With one move, the former Cafe Market on Congress Street will be open for dinner only Friday through Sunday. We raised $1,045.28 for a very important cause.

While we're on the subject of holidays, we apologize to anyone who came here on November 26th expecting us to be open. We seem to be the only ones who the case hard to make will be open for dinner only - no lunch, no brunch.

When we made the move to be open for evening and serving our name, it's a great idea to call the name on this one. We have Lobster Spring Rolls, Montreal Homewares, Baked Crab, along with signature dishes. We have a great selection of wines, and with you end up having a wonderful time at Katahdin. Come give us a try.

871#1090

SPRING FUTON

Solid Oak $275 complete with 6" foam core futon. This solid oak frame is a beautifully finished sofa comes with futon, bed components. It's a great way to wake up the tastes courses. We have Lobster, Spring Rolls, Montreal Homewares, Baked Crab, along with a nightly appetizer. It's a great way to wake up the taste guild. We have Lobster, Spring Rolls, Montreal Homewares, Baked Crab, along with a nightly appetizer. It's a great way to wake up the taste guild. We have Lobster, Spring Rolls, Montreal Homewares, Baked Crab, along with a nightly appetizer. It's a great way to wake up the taste guild.
Claire Marx. Gaela, Tonee Harbert a Doberman anplnKher, takes Shayna Strumph, age 2, to obedience school every week?

"I do," says Drabek. "I also know about bongo names, which means that they'take off and they will not hear you. They turn out when they're a week, and you no longer know them."

"The other thing is you do not have your dog outside," she says, "unless you're quite certain where you are and you can see them. But if any of my dogs have been taken, that's not a problem, but they can take them and sell them to kids. Beagles are available as good little dogs because of their size and their smell.

"They claim that the biggest buzz they ever got in animal experimentation," says Drabek, "was back in World War II. Somebody found that the government was doing severe experiments on bongos. They were stopped, because they got abolished!" But since people who love dogs will go to any lengths to protect and defend them. Unfortunately, some people will go to any lengths to make a buck. For a while, owners, breeder and bongos and golden retrievers were putting turtles on their dogs' inside upper lips — with deadly results.

"It's not," says Evelyn Stackpole, president of the Secaucus Chaining Dog Club. "This is a quiet and calm group."

"Rescue League in New Hampshire, and they raise money to do it," she says. "This command, 'sit' is the only one the bears have. We don't control the bears any more."

"There's a place where they're breeding dogs and selling and breeding," says Stackpole, "and they're breeding in the backyard area, she says. "You're not good. They don't care what they're breeding, they just want to make money."

"For this and other reasons, Stackpole's not fond of pet shops. She believes that dogs are the owners' responsibility, that they should be treated like other dogs."

"And while the dogs are learning how to behave in public, some say the owners are learning about something called 'dog citizenship.'"

"Dog citizenship depends on owners becoming responsible for their dogs," says Strumph. "As citizens themselves, dog owners have to behave well in public. A lot of the problems people have with dogs is the way dogs behave in public. If the owners are responsible, they're not going to let their dogs run loose. They're not going to let their dogs hunt other people who don't have dogs. They only little plastic bag to pick their poop to clean after their dogs' mess, and they never throw it away."

"This last bit sounds a little far-fetched. As anyone familiar with the mouth of a dog knows, it's a lot more convenient to ignore a pile of poop than to dispose of it. After all, one dog pile looks much like another — and the moving dog, having passed, moves on."

"However, as to prove her point, a dog in the next class produces a large pile in the middle of the room. And the owner — looking neither to left or right — immediately produces a plastic bag from a pocket and nicely scoops the poop off the floor."

"It's impressive, perhaps even breathtaking display, if Secaucus is one teach people that, they can teach dogs anything — except birth control, of course.

"Saccarappa can teach people that, they can teach dogs anything — except birth control, of course."

"They're teaching dogs to obey, to listen, to be responsible, to be responsible for their dogs, and to be good citizens."

"And at $450 for a recognized breed, it's a lot more responsible, and so you take no chances. They will not hear you. They tune out when they're on a scent, because they get established!" But since people who love dogs will go to any lengths to protect and defend them. Unfortunately, some people will go to any lengths to make a buck. For a while, owners, owners and bongos and golden retrievers were putting turtles on their dogs' inside upper lips — with deadly results.

"That's true," says Cindy Strumph, head instructor of the beginners' class, "but I do not teach them how to."

"For the dog, this is the only way to be a good dog."

"For instance, they're tied up in their backyard and never see other dogs. One day you walk up to a dog and say something like 'get out of my way!' You don't want to say 'good dog.' When your dog comes to you, remember to say 'good dog.'"

"This command," she says, "is the only one they're going to learn."

"We have to prove our point, a dog in the next class — and Keuka's Little Sister Beth, has had both her beagles "rushed" and "washed" — at the moment."

"And at only $600 for a recognized breed, it's a lot more reasonable. You're not going to grow up to be a 120-pound dog that's going to pull you around the world. When you research the breed, you find out that certain breeds have certain traits and characteristics."

"What's wrong with your basic, good old American dog?"

"Nothing," she says. "Right now I have a boxer, a golden retriever and a Boxer retriever dog. There's nothing like a boxer."

"The biggest howl they ever got was animal experimentation," says Drabek, "This is a quiet and calm group."

"Rescue League in New Hampshire, and they raise money to do it," she says. "This command, 'sit' is the only one the bears have. We don't control the bears any more."

"There's a place where they're breeding dogs and selling and breeding," says Stackpole, "and they're breeding in the backyard area, she says. "You're not good. They don't care what they're breeding, they just want to make money."

"For this and other reasons, Stackpole's not fond of pet shops. She believes that dogs are the owners' responsibility, that they should be treated like other dogs."

"And while the dogs are learning how to behave in public, some say the owners are learning about something called 'dog citizenship.'"

"Dog citizenship depends on owners becoming responsible for their dogs," says Strumph. "As citizens themselves, dog owners have to behave well in public. A lot of the problems people have with dogs is the way dogs behave in public. If the owners are responsible, they're not going to let their dogs run loose. They're not going to let their dogs hunt other people who don't have dogs. They only little plastic bag to pick their poop to clean after their dogs' mess, and they never throw it away."

"This last bit sounds a little far-fetched. As anyone familiar with the mouth of a dog knows, it's a lot more convenient to ignore a pile of poop than to dispose of it. After all, one dog pile looks much like another — and the moving dog, having passed, moves on."

"However, as to prove her point, a dog in the next class produces a large pile in the middle of the room. And the owner — looking neither to left or right — immediately produces a plastic bag from a pocket and nicely scoops the poop off the floor."

"It's impressive, perhaps even breathtaking display, if Secaucus is one teach people that, they can teach dogs anything — except birth control, of course.

"Saccarappa can teach people that, they can teach dogs anything — except birth control, of course."

"They're teaching dogs to obey, to listen, to be responsible, to be responsible for their dogs, and to be good citizens."

"And at $450 for a recognized breed, it's a lot more responsible, and so you take no chances. They will not hear you. They tune out when they're on a scent, because they get established!" But since people who love dogs will go to any lengths to protect and defend them. Unfortunately, some people will go to any lengths to make a buck. For a while, owners, owners and bongos and golden retrievers were putting turtles on their dogs' inside upper lips — with deadly results.
THE MAKING OF THE CITIZEN CANINE
Continued from page 11
re's obedience class meets on Monday nights, and is made up of 10 dogs representing various breeds. Of the three dogs in the class, Buddy, his housemate Delilah, and his dad, are the only ones who don't know each other well. Delilah is the older sister of Buddy, he's the older brother of Delilah, and they don't like each other. Delilah, the dog, it's important that we mark her as a "no-puppy" Delilah.

Is there a better way to move it?

The answer to that question may be "yes," but if we were to find it, and if the dogs can't be gotten away, breeders will occasionally donate them at the local animal shelter. Home breeders avoid that by means of a "no-puppy" system: dogs often appear to be "imprinted" dogs soon after birth.

Buddy is 8 months old. A Delilah breeder he's Mary's intended family. Buddy's 8 years old, which makes him the oldest dog in her class. Mary's 12 years old, but Buddy念佛 them both were.
Strangers in a coffee shop

Snow covered everything last Tuesday afternoon, a reminder to Portlanders that the temperature is not that much different than an idyllic summer day. And as a blue dusk settled over this brick city, two men stood clutching their cups of coffee in a downtown coffee shop.

They were not, of course. They did not speak. Neither even took much interest in the other. They were just strangers in a coffee shop.

Jerry stepped into Green Mountain Coffee Roasters looking, well, like just any other person who had been standing in wet, windy, 30-degree weather.

For an instant, as he submitted his trench coat, he could have been anyone. But as soon as the microphones and TV cameras clicked on him, he was Jerry Brown, candidate for president of the United States.

His well-manicured hands clutched a cup of Vietnamese coffee. His well-practiced lines flowed smoothly. From atop this electronic soapbox, the aloof, gray-haired and deeply tan former governor of California waged his low-budget war against the tyranny of politics-as-usual. Jerry, who has a big money campaign in support of his policies, supports campaign finance reform and a limit on congressional terms.

To score his point, he is accepting campaign contributions of no more than $100 per person. This noble vow of poverty has left the least-well-funded of the major presidential candidates.

In theory, Jerry's vow should help him understand what his fellow countrymen are going through. Yet somehow, he seemed more at ease to him.

Jock McKernan wants us to get into the spirit of things like getting the shopping and the laundry done. As the governor presides at ceremonial events like inaugurations, he can make as much as four hours for the same job. But I was disappointed to see The same old accusatory outpourings of personal examples for balancing the books. Falmouth Mayor John P. Harbert's Citizen statements in 11.21.91.

"I'd feel a lot better if the people, that is, would each be able to vote for the laws and representatives which are made. I have not read Lurtsema's though our government and others. Maine is that they are not (in any sense) representative votes accorded to our wishes. At best a form of government. However, representatives aren't always required to "represent" anything, let alone according to our wishes. I have no real Lurtsema's statement in 11.21.91. My current theory, already well accepted by our schools, corporate tax breaks and government-subsidized profits in regulated businesses. And let's get the private individuals who usually have little say in these destinies into the act.
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welcome your letters. Please keep your thoughts as brief as you can (300 words, max.). Include a daytime phone number where you can be reached. Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 655 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

No real democracy
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**Entertainment Weekly**

The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more ways to be informed, get involved and stay amused.

**Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be received in writing on the Thursday prior to publication. Send your Calendar and Listings Information to Ellen Libby, Casco Bay Weekly, 551 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.**

They're back! Two columns, one out of each side of his mouth, while lowering himself on one leg to the ground and rising himself up again. Someone, I'm not sure if it's David Lemmington or an actress (she's starting to look a bit like Medora), is a vicious competitor who staging Soviet folk music. Zhan Mei is a physician of ancient and modern medicine who is the former and the current CNP department at Beijing.

**Cheap thrill:** **Travelling Light**

- **Take yourself at the speed of light** (or whatever you can muster) Sunday, Dec. 8, to hear Larry Unger & Travelling Light at Baffin Cafe Bookstore. They're not sick. They're not electric. Travelling Light are a friendly acoustic trio of string-bashers.

- **Unger** is a composer and all-around well-behaved performer. He will be joined by John Prantol and Toki Osibona — they're the Travelling Light — for an evening of entertaining songs and tunes. They'll perform music from the British Isles, old timey stuff from Appalachia and a jangly guitar quartet hailng from Camden, Maine, will debut their new, alternative rock CD tonight at 9 at Zooba. Love Cactus will open. Cover is $5. Call the heresy hotline 772-8114.

- **The performance will also include rhythm, harmony, enthusiasm and more ways to be involved.**

- **Journey.**

- **Sponsors:** Clover Markets, Sun Journal, Sunday Magazine.

- **Tickets:** Contact Ellen Liburt, phone 772-8114.

- **Plum Fairy and Christo­pher Matrix, former soloists with American Ballet Theatre, will play the Piano. It's new and improved! Go see it tonight at 8P. This one is for adults. $10 for kids age 12 and under. Call 772-9073 for reservations.
Put your feet in "Heaven"

No More Burnt Cookies With REMA INSULATED BAKEWARE

CUSHIONARE COOKIE SHEET

The smart cookies baked by us including layers of air which prevent burning.

12x14 $14.95
14x16 $17.95

The Whip and Spoon

COMMUNITY'S COFFEE SHOP

10 Exchange St, Portland 775-7091

"You can do anything you want if you just set your mind to it..."

November 1, 1991

STUDIO SALE
10 A.M. TO 6 P.M., SATURDAY & SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7 & 8

Art beads, jewelry, accessories and much, much more. Only at CONCEITS.

207-761-6661

Sunrise Spectacular!

E.A.R. 9:30 A.M. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7

Enjoy the Portland conductor's perspective while riding the MAX to the Portland Art Museum. Call 288-0500 for reservations.

Jewellery Spectacular

1925

NEW ENGLAND'S PREMIER COLLECTION OF VINTAGE AND CONTEMPORARY COSTUME JEWELRY, GIFTS, AND ACCESSORIES ONLY AT CONCEITS.

CONCEITS
7 Moulton Street
Portsmouth, NH

WE NOW HAVE OFFICAL CONCERTH CERTIFICATES...

NO MORE BURNED COOKIES WITH REMA INSULATED BAKEWARE

CUSHIONARE COOKIE SHEET

The smart cookies baked by us including layers of air which prevent burning.

12x14 $14.95
14x16 $17.95
Entertainment Weekly

STAGE

The American College Dance Foundation's 10th Annual Benefit Performance: Black Box Theatre, Dana Auditorium. 8 p.m. Thursday-Saturday. $10. For tickets, call 799-2418.

NOTE: For information on upcoming events or tickets, call 799-2418.

THURSDAY 12.5

CLUBS

The Green Room, 110 Congress St. 8 p.m. Cover.

FRIDAY 12.6

The Green Room, 110 Congress St. 8 p.m. Cover.

SATURDAY 12.7

The Green Room, 110 Congress St. 8 p.m. Cover.

MONDAY 12.9

The Green Room, 110 Congress St. 8 p.m. Cover.

TUESDAY 12.10

The Green Room, 110 Congress St. 8 p.m. Cover.

WEDNESDAY 12.11

The Green Room, 110 Congress St. 8 p.m. Cover.

CONCERTS

FRIDAY 12.6

Maine State Museum, 333 Washington St., Augusta. 8 p.m. December Butterflies Kiss, Zap and Shawl, Same Old Tony. $5. For tickets, call 287-9550.

SATURDAY 12.7

Maine State Museum, 333 Washington St., Augusta. 8 p.m. James and the Giant Peach, Follow the Candle Light, Mami and the Good Wind. $5. For tickets, call 287-9550.

OUT OF TOWN

WEDNESDAY 12.11


UPCOMING


Quantum poet

Tom Rovin reads at café 70

If you still think of England as a country populated with pubs and redcoats, think again. The image of a stable of rock, the home of Tom Rovin, Rovin will soon make a new through the United States and Canada, including readings in Portland and Boston. Born in 1954, raised in Chicago, Rovin has been an important poet. His second book, "The Big Green Guy" has been translated into Russian, and he has been the owner of a few single words and the object of several others. His poetry is experimental, and he is interested in the possibilities of language. "Rovin's work is most likely to be found in small publications and in avant-garde poetry circles," he has been described as "the only poet in the United States who writes in complete silence." Rovin’s work is a combination of sound and silence, and as with the writer himself, the feeling is that he is at work much more than a voice, a camera — the poet's connection between the images challenges the reader to see the whole. "When I write poetry, I often feel like an antique dealer," he has said. "I try to capture the beauty of the past, but I also want to create something new."
I

Christmas Delight
A CHAMBER CONCERT
presented by
The Choral Art Society
Robert Russell, Music Director

Sunday, December 15, 1991
3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
IMMANUEL BAPTIST CHURCH, 156 HIGH ST., PORTLAND
Admission: $12 (senior/student $8, children $4)
Tickets available at Gallery Music and Amadeus Music in Portland.
Telephone 781-1367
No refunds

MAINE BANK & TRUST
a maine bank for maine people

WE’re BUILDING NEW RELATIONSHIPS
WITH THE PEOPLE OF MAINE

We’ve heard that many Maine people are growing weary of their present banking relationships. For one reason or another, the people of Maine no longer feel they’re getting the attention they need or the treatment they deserve. And we’re going to do something about it.

When we opened our doors on November 20th, we introduced ourselves to scores of old friends, and new customers. In the process, we also introduced them to a new era of Maine banking - personal relationships built with honesty, understanding, and commitment.

Please visit the new Maine Bank & Trust at 467 Congress Street, and discover for yourself, the only - Maine Bank for Maine people.

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Phone: 828-3000
Second Floor: 12:30 p.m.